To make decisions based on a model fit by Auto-Encoding Variational Bayes (AEVB), practitioners typically use importance sampling to estimate a functional of the posterior distribution. The variational distribution found by AEVB serves as the proposal distribution for importance sampling. However, this proposal distribution may give unreliable (high variance) importance sampling estimates, thus leading to poor decisions. We explore how changing the objective function for learning the variational distribution, while continuing to learn the generative model based on the ELBO, affects the quality of downstream decisions. For a particular model, we characterize the error of importance sampling as a function of posterior variance and show that proposal distributions learned with evidence upper bounds are better. Motivated by these theoretical results, we propose a novel variant of the VAE. In addition to experimenting with MNIST, we present a full-fledged application of the proposed method to single-cell RNA sequencing. In this challenging instance of multiple hypothesis testing, the proposed method surpasses the current state of the art.
Introduction
Variational autoencoders (VAEs) perform model selection by maximizing a lower bound on the model evidence [1, 2] . They find a low-dimensional representation of data that is transformed through a learned nonlinear function (a neural network) to the parameters of a conditional likelihood. VAEs achieve impressive performance on pattern-matching tasks like representation/manifold learning and synthetic image generation [3] .
Many machine learning applications, however, require decisions, not just compact representations of the data. Researchers have attempted to use VAEs for decision-making applications too, including novelty detection in control applications [4] , mutation-effect prediction from genomic sequences [5] , artifact detection [6] , and Bayesian hypothesis testing for single-cell RNA sequencing data [7, 8] . To make decisions based on VAEs, these researchers implicitly appeal to Bayesian decision theory, which counsels taking the action that minimizes expected loss under the posterior distribution [9] .
However, for VAEs, the relevant functionals of the posterior cannot be computed exactly. Instead, practitioners take one of three approaches. The variational distribution may be used as a surrogate for the posterior [5] . Or, the variational distribution may be used as a proposal distribution for importance sampling. Or, the variational distribution can be ignored after the model is fit, and decisions may be based on an iterative sampling method such as MCMC or annealed importance sampling [10] . But will any of these combined procedures (AEVB for training and one of these methods for approximating posterior expectations) produce good decisions?
They may not, for two reasons. First, estimates of the relevant expectations of the posterior may be biased and/or may have high variance. The former is typical when the variational distribution is substituted for the posterior; the latter is common for importance sampling estimators. By using the variational distribution as a proposal distribution, practitioners aim to get unbiased low-variance estimates of posterior expectations. But this effort often fails. The variational distribution recovered by AEVB, which minimizes the reverse Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between the variational distribution and the model posterior, is known to systematically underestimate variance [11, 12] , making it arbitrarily bad as an importance sampling proposal distribution. Minimizing either the forward KL divergence or the χ 2 -divergence has more favorable properties for fitting a proposal distribution (Section 2).
Second, even if we can faithfully compute expectations of the model posterior, the model learned by AEVB may not resemble the real data-generating process, for a related reason. AEVB relies on tight lower bounds of the evidence that are based on importance sampling estimates, where the variational distribution is used as a proposal [13] . Therefore, AEVB might not fit the model well.
To address both of these issues, we propose (see Section 3) three new variants of the VAE, which we call Sandwich Bound VAEs (sbVAEs). As in AEVB, we fit the generative model based on an evidence lower bound. However, we use alternating minimization, and choose the variational distribution that minimizes an upper bound on the log evidence, equivalent to minimizing either the forward Kullback-Leibler (KL) [14, 15] , or the χ 2 divergence [16] , instead of the reverse KL divergence. We also consider multiple importance sampling to combine those two proposals.
Our approach is justified theoretically via analysis of concentration bounds of the importance sampling estimators. In Section 4 we exemplify this strategy by providing a complete analysis for the case of probabilistic PCA [17] .
We benchmark our variants of the sbVAE against the VAE in three experiments (Section 5). After confirming our theoretical findings empirically for pPCA (Section 5.1), we consider a practical instance of classification-based decision theory problem, and show that underdispersion of the posterior approximation harms performance. sbVAEs outperforms all alternatives in this case (Section 5.2). We then present a scientific case study, focusing on an instance of multiple hypothesis testing in single-cell RNA sequencing data, where show that our approach yields a better calibrated estimate of the expected posterior False Discovery Rate (FDR) when compared to the current state-of-the-art approach (Section 5.3).
the evidence lower bound (ELBO) and the reverse KL variational gap (VG):
Here we adopted the condensed notation ∆ KL (q φ p θ ) to refer to the KL divergence between q φ (z x) and p θ (z x).
In the light of this decomposition, a valid inference procedure is to jointly maximize the ELBO with respect to the model's parameters as well as the variational distribution. The resulting variational distribution minimizes the reverse KL divergence. VAEs parameterize the variational distribution with a neural network. Stochastic gradients of the ELBO with respect to the variational parameters are computed via the reparameterization trick [1] .
Evidence upper bounds for approximate inference
Although variational inference traditionally maximizes a lower bound on the marginal likelihood, upper bounds on the marginal likelihood can be minimized instead. [15] decompose the evidence into the evidence upper bound (EUBO) and the forward KL VG:
[16] decompose the evidence using a χ 2 divergence:
The choice of ELBO, EUBO, and CUBO matters msot when the posterior does not belong to the variational family, as is typically the case. The properties of the variational distribution (mode-seeking or mass-covering) depends highly on the geometry of the variational gap [19] .
Approximation of posterior expectations
Given a model p θ , an action set A, and a loss L, the optimal decision a * (x) for observation x is an expectation taken with respect to the posterior:
Here f depends on the loss [9] . We therefore focus on numerical methods for estimating Q(f, x). Evaluating these expectations is the aim of Markov chain Monte Carlo, annealed importance sampling (AIS) [20] , and variational methods [21] .
Although we typically do not have direct access to the posterior p θ (z x), we can, however, sample (z i ) 1≤i≤n from the variational distribution q φ (z x). A naive, but practical, approach is to consider a plugin estimator [4, 5, 6, 7] :
which replaces the exact posterior by sampling z 1 , . . . , z n from q φ (z x). A less naive approach is to use importance sampling (IS):
with importance weights
The nonasymptotic behavior of both estimators is well understood. In particular, we have the following error bounds. 
The proof for IS appears in Theorem 1 of [22] , and we have constructed a similar proof for the plugin estimator using Hoeffding's Lemma and Pinsker's Inequality; see Appendix A. Two important quantities appear in the error bounds of Proposition 1 for inexact variational approximations: the plugin estimator bias is bounded by the forward KL divergence while the IS estimator variance is bounded by the χ 2 divergence.
The numerous variants of IS used in practice such as the weight normalization or thresholding [23] , have similar theoretical properties; their error is bounded as a function of the χ 2 divergence (see Theorem 2.1 in [24] ). Controlling the χ 2 divergence also controls the forward KL divergence:
However, bounding the reverse KL divergence ∆ KL (q φ p θ ), as is done with AEVB, gives no assurance of the quality of the posterior as a proposal distribution. Furthermore, in all cases where variational inference does not yield the exact posterior, the reverse KL is known to underestimate the variance of the posterior density [12] , which can produce arbitrarily bad proposal distributions for estimation of posterior expectations.
More recently, [25] showed that the χ 2 divergence may not characterize the sample size needed in IS. For a fixed x, their concentration bound implies that if the random variable log w(x, z) concentrates around its mean under the posterior p θ (z x), then exp{∆ KL (p θ q φ )} is a sufficient and necessary number of samples for estimating the posterior expectation Q(f, x). It is not currently understood whether this concentration hypothesis holds for arbitrary VAEs.
Sandwich Bounds for VAEs
Based on Proposition 1, we introduce new training and decision-making methods for VAEs that use sandwich bounds and alternating optimization (Algorithm 1). To update the generative model p θ at each step of an iterative optimization procedure, we use the gradients of the importance weighted ELBO (IWELBO) [13, 21] with a fixed proposal q φ (z x).
To update the proposal distribution q φ (z x), with p θ fixed, we minimize the right-hand side of Proposition 1. Because neither of these quantities are available in closed form, we use known upper bounds on the evidence. Minimizing EUBO in Equation (2) at fixed p θ is equivalent to minimizing the forward KL divergence. Similarly, minimizing CUBO in Equation (3) at fixed p θ is equivalent to minimizing the χ 2 divergence. We compute stochastic estimates of the gradients of the objective using importance sampling (IS). We also consider mixtures of the two variational distribution for multiple IS.
This alternate minimization scheme is similar in spirit to the reweighted wake-sleep algorithm [26, 14] , although without the sleep phase, and with a more general class of objectives for updating the proposal. Because our framework makes use of both an upper bound and a lower bound of the evidence for inference, we refer to it as learning VAEs with Sandwich Bounds (sbVAEs). The first sbVAE variant, which we refer to as the KL-sbVAE, consists in using EUBO as an upper bound and is equivalent to the reweighted wake sleep algorithm without a sleep-phase (Wake-Wake) [27] . Our framework generalizes the Wake-Wake algorithm for arbitrary upper bounds on the model evidence. For example, the second sbVAE variant (χ-sbVAE) uses instead CUBO as an upper bound of the evidence.
Selecting the best upper bound is a hard problem as it depends on the generative model, the shape of the candidate variational distributions, its amortization scheme and possibly the decision loss. As a more systematic solution, we propose a third variant of sbVAE, which we call M-sbVAE, that uses multiple importance sampling [28] in order to combine variational distributions from the KL-sbVAE and the χ-sbVAE. For β ∈ (0, 1), we create a mixture distribution q defined asq
In the M-sbVAE,q is used as a proposal to learn a generative model as well as for estimating posterior expectations, using only the partial updates for θ in Algorithm 1.
After convergence of the model's and the variational distribution's parameters, we perform decisions using importance sampling with q(z x) (orq) as a proposal. Z M,K ← K samples from the variational posterior q(z x i ) for each observation x i .
5:
W M,K ← unnormalized importance weights w 6:
θ, φ ← Update parameters using gradients g θ , g φ 9: until convergence of parameters (θ, φ) output θ, φ
Theoretical Analysis for pPCA
We aim to understand theoretically the advantages and disadvantages of these various decision-making procedures. Because intractability prevents us from deriving sharp constants for arbitrary models, here we consider probabilistic principal component analysis (pPCA) [29] . pPCA is a linear model for which posterior inference is tractable. Though the analysis is a special case, we believe that it gives intuition for performance of our decision-making procedures more generally because, for many models used in practice, a Gaussian distribution approximates the posterior well, as demonstrated by the success of the Laplace approximation [30] .
In pPCA, the latent variables z generate data x. We use an isotropic Gaussian prior on z and a linear model with spherical Gaussian observation model for x:
In this setting, θ ∶= (W, µ, σ). We consider an amortized posterior approximation
where D(x) is a diagonal covariance matrix diag(h ξ (x)). h η (resp. h ξ ) is a neural network with parameters η (resp. ξ). In this example, φ = (η, ξ).
From the invariance properties of Gaussian distributions [31] , our next lemma gives concentration bounds for the log-ratio statistics under the posterior. Lemma 1. (Concentration of the log-likelihood ratio) For an observation x, let Σ be the variance of the posterior distribution under the pPCA model, p θ (z x). Let
For z following the posterior distribution, log w(x, z) is a sub-exponential random variable. Further, there exists a t * (x) such that, under the posterior p θ (z x) and for all t > t * (x),
This lemma characterizes the concentration of the log-likelihood ratio, a central quantity to all the VAE variants we introduce, as the spectral norm of a simple matrix A(x) 2 . Plugging in the concentration bound from Lemma 1 in the result of in [25] , we obtain an error bound on the IS estimator for posterior expectations. Theorem 1. (Sufficient sample size) For an observation x, suppose that the second moment of f (z) under the posterior is bounded by κ. If the number of particles for importance sampling n satisfies n = exp{∆ KL (p θ q φ ) + t} for some t > t * (x), then
Theorem 1 identifies a key quantity-the spectral norm of A(x)-as useful for controlling the error of the IS estimator. As A(x) 2 is smaller for larger values of D(x), we recover the known fact that overestimating variance is always better than underestimating variance for IS.
As a consequence of this result, we can characterize the behavior of several algorithms, in particular those based on minimizing ELBO, EUBO, and CUBO. We provide this analysis for a bivariate Gaussian example, in which all the quantities of interest can be visualized (full derivations in Appendix B). Figure 1 shows that the ELBO underestimates the variance while both upper bounds provide good coverage of the posterior. A 2 is significantly smaller for EUBO and CUBO compared to for the ELBO. Taken together, these results suggest that learning the parameters of the variational distribution based on upper-bound minimization provides a better proposal for importance sampling compared to the ELBO. This proposal can be used in learning a better generative model as well as better assessment of posterior expectations. (10) with a neural network with rectified linear unit activations, the posterior is sub-Gaussian (Our proof appears in Appendix C.) Under this setting, we can further prove a sub-exponential upper-tail bound for the log-likelihood ratio, which ensures that the main concentration hypothesis of [25] holds. However, the intractability does not allow us to characterize the optimal sub-exponential rate, unlike the pPCA example. Further work might focus on deriving sharp bounds in the one-layer VAE case.
Analysis of Gaussian VAEs If we replace the linear function in Equation

Experiments
We explore three experimental settings. First, we consider synthetic data drawn from probabilistic principal component analysis (pPCA), as this setting most directly illustrates the consequences of Theorem 1. Second, we consider MNIST digit classification [32] with a "reject" option. Third, we detect differentially expressed genes in single-cell RNA sequencing data (scRNA-seq).
To evaluate the learned generative model, we provide goodness of fit metrics based on IWELBO and CUBO on held-out data, which are proxies for the log-likelihood. Also, we report the Pareto-smoothed importance sampling (PSIS) diagnostick for diagnosis of variational inference [23] . PSIS is computed by fitting a generalized Pareto distribution to the IS weights; it indicates the viability of the variational distribution for IS. We report the median PSIS over 64 observations, using 10, 000 samples from the posterior.
When not stated otherwise, we use Adam [33] for optimization of θ and φ. We use 25 importance samples per iteration for training the models, 10, 000 samples for reporting log-likelihood proxies and 200 samples for making decisions. We ran our experiments on a machine with a single NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2070 GPU.
Probabilistic PCA
To build intuition, we assess how well different variants of VAEs can estimate posterior expectations under the pPCA model described in Eq. (10) . We use a linear function for the mean and for the log-variance of the variational distribution. This is a popular setup for approximate inference diagnostics [12] since the posterior has an analytic form, and the form is not typically mean-field. We generate synthetic data according to the pPCA model and compute the posterior p θ (z x). Let e 1 be the first vector of the canonical basis of R d . To show robustness, we retain a family (f ν ) ν>0 of step functions defined as f ν (z) = 1{e ⊺ 1 z ≥ ν} for ν > 0 and z ∈ Z. The resulting posterior expectation is tractable Although all algorithms yield a reasonable value for the PSIS diagnostic, χ-sbVAE's value is significantly better. This is anticipated by our theory because the latter has a small spectral norm of A. Figure 2 shows that the sbVAEs works better than the original VAE at estimating posterior expectations. 
Classification-based decision theory
We consider the MNIST dataset [32] , which includes features x for each the image of handwritten digits and a label c. We aim to predict whether or not x has its label included in a given subset of labels (the digits one through eight). We also allow no decision to be made for ambiguous cases (the "reject" option) [17] . As a generative model, we use the M1+M2 model for semi-supervised learning [34] .
We split the MNIST dataset [32] evenly between training and test datasets. For the labels from 0 to 8, we use 1, 500 labeled examples in total. All the images associated with label 9 are unlabelled. We assume in this experiment that the MNIST dataset has C = 9 classes (i.e., c ∈ {1, . . . , C}) and that we have a posterior probability for the class p θ (c x), for a model yet to be defined. Let L(a, c) be the loss defined over the action set A = {∅, 1, . . . , C}. Action ∅ is known as the rejection option in classification (we wish to reject the label 9 at decision time). For this loss, it is known that the optimal decision a * (x) is a threshold-based rule [17] on the posterior probability. This is a fundamentally different configuration than classical classification because making an informed decision requires knowledge of the full posterior p θ (c x) and not only the maximum probability class. This rule can be written as a posterior expectation Q(f, x) for z = c and f a constant unit function. To our knowledge, this is the first time semi-supervised generative models have been evaluated for such a decision-making scenario.
In the M1+M2 model, discrete latent variable c represents the class. Latent variable u is a low-dimensional vector encoding additional variation (not contained in c). Latent variable z is a low-dimensional representation of the observation, drawn from a mixture distribution with mixture assignment c and mixture parameters that are a function of u. The generative model is The variational distribution factorizes as
Because the reverse KL divergence can cover only one mode of the distribution, it is more prone to attributing zero probabilities to many classes while alternate divergences would penalize that behavior. Appendix E makes this point clear and emphasizes why the M1+M2 model trained as a VAE may reach overconfidence in its posterior.
sbVAEs have the potential to remedy these problems. We derive updates for learning sbVAEs for the M1+M2 model (Appendix F) by marginalizing over latent variable c for unlabelled observations. We consider the problem of deriving estimates from samples in the setting of high number of labels [35] as future work. We learn a M1+M2 model with only nine classes and consider as ground truth that images with label 9 should be rejected at decision time. We used the same architecture for the parameterization of the model and the same amortization as in [34] . Table 2 gives our results, which vary greatly for AUPRC for rejection of label 9 (non attributed) as well as for goodness of fit metrics. We also report PR-ROC curves for the rejection option in Figure 3 , in which we see that all sbVAEs greatly outperform the VAE, with a preference for the KL-sbVAE and the M-sbVAE. sbVAEs based on a unique proposal distribution do not seem to provide a better model than the VAE. However, the M-sbVAE does outperform the VAE in terms of IWELBO and CUBO. The accuracy of the classifier on the other labels is similar between all methods (between 92% and 93%). Remarkably, the PSIS diagnosis estimates are greater than one for all algorithms. This indicates that the variational distribution may lead to large estimation error if used as a proposal. This is expected as there are many latent variables in this model with some discrete and other continuous. Still, these results suggest that sbVAEs better quantify uncertainties, even with a high PSIS value. 
Multiple hypothesis testing
We present an experiment involving Bayesian hypothesis testing in the domain of differentially expressed genes from single-cell transcriptomics data, a central problem in modern molecular biology. Single-cell RNA sequencing data (scRNA-seq) gives a noisy snapshot of the gene expression levels of cells [36, 37] . It can reveal cell types, as well as gene markers for each cell type, as long as we have an accurate noise model [38] . scRNA-seq data is a cell-by-gene matrix X, with entry X ng for cell n and gene g. Here we take as given that each sample is mapped to a cell type label c n .
Single-cell Variational Inference (scVI, [7] , Appendix G further details the generative model) models scRNA-seq data with a latent variables h ng representing the underlying gene expression level for gene g in cell n, corrected for a certain number of technical variations (e.g., sequencing depth effects). These underlying expression levels are more reflective of the real proportion of gene expression than the raw data X [39] . Log-fold changes based on h ng can be used to detect differential expression (DE) of gene g across cell types a and b [40, 41] . Indeed, Bayesian decision theory helps decide between a model of the world M g 1 in which gene g is DE and an alternative model M g 0 of non-DE.
where δ is a threshold defined by the practitioner. DE can therefore be performed by posterior estimation of log-fold change between two cells x a , x b , which can be written as
and estimated with importance sampling. The optimal decision rule for 0-1 loss is a threshold based on the posterior log-fold change estimate. Rather than directly setting this threshold, we directly control the false discovery rate (FDR) to some level f 0 ∈ (0, 1).
Let d g be the (unknown) binary random variable denoting whether gene g is DE. Consider the multiple binary decision rule µ k = (µ k g , g ∈ G) that consists in tagging DE the k genes with the highest posterior estimate of log-fold change. With this notation, the traditional FDR of such a decision rule is
Following [42] , we define the posterior expected FDR as
which can be computed from the differential expression probabilities of Equation (18).
We then set k so that it is the maximum value for which the posterior expected FDR is below f 0 . In this case, estimating the quantity in Equation (20) is equivalent to estimating as many posterior expectations as the total number of genes. We denote byμ the decision rule associated with the threshold 0.10.
We fit the scVI model with the standard VAE procedure as well as all three sbVAE algorithms. We add two baselines based on annealed importance sampling (AIS) [20] . AIS is used to approximate the posterior distribution once the model is fitted. This includes the VAE + AIS and the M-sbVAE + AIS baselines. AIS is computationally intensive, so we used 500 steps and 100 samples from the prior to keep a reasonable runtime. Because the ground-truth FDR cannot be computed on real data, we generated scRNA-seq data using SymSim [43] . SymSim is a simulator that draws measurements from a Beta-Poisson marginal distribution for each cell and gene and adds technical noise by downsampling to reflect both biological signal and technicalities of the experimental protocol. We generated count data from five distinct cells types corresponding to 10, 000 cells and 1, 000 genes. All three sbVAEs provide a better fit to the data in terms of IWELBO and CUBO, and M-sbVAE performs best (Table 3) . Posterior uncertainty plays an essential role in differential expression estimation, especially when conditioning on a small number of cells. As shown in Table 3 ,μ posterior expected FDR of sbVAEs are properly calibrated, whereas VAE's detects too many genes. Figure 4 further highlights this point, and shows that M-sbVAE and χ-sbVAE best matches the FDR target curve. We notice that running AIS after inference is much more computationally intensive (14.5 times longer per posterior evaluation). VAE + AIS yields a better proposal than the VAE itself both in terms of PSIS diagnostic and multiple hypothesis testing. We also notice that the M-sbVAE + AIS yields an on-target FDR, which shows that using the mixtureq we might have learned a better model. Still the proposal distribution from M-sbVAE + AIS does not substantially improve overq from the M-sbVAE, especially in terms of PSIS diagnosis. Taken together, these results suggests that the M-sbVAE provides an extremely competitive model fit as well as a framework for decision-making.
Discussion
We have proposed three sbVAEs-novel variants of the variational autoencoder-based on alternate minimization between ELBO and upper bounds such as EUBO or CUBO. The analytically derived error of the IS estimator suggests that upper bounds minimization yields a more suitable proposal distribution compared to ELBO for the pPCA model. Our numerical experiments show that in important real-world examples the sbVAE outperforms the VAE but also the VAE followed by AIS. sbVAEs are therefore especially suitable for Bayesian decision-making.
[16] discusses of the numerical stability of the exponentiated CUBO. More recently, [44] found that CUBO might be sensitive to initialization and require an impractical number of samples. We did not encounter such instabilities in our experiments, possibly due to the regularization that comes from amortized inference.
An alternative approach to decision-making is the elegant framework of loss-calibrated inference [45, 46] , which further adapts the ELBO to take into account the loss function L. Loss-calibrated inference is not directly applicable because adapting the ELBO for a specific decision-making loss implies a significant bias in learning p θ . Still, developing hybrid algorithms could be a direction for future research.
Our procedure makes use of both of the forward KL divergence and the χ 2 divergence because of their role in upper bounding the error of the IS estimator. However, the suitability of a given divergence for variational inference depends on the generative model as well as the choice of the variational family. Better performance perhaps could be achieved with a family of divergences that interpolates between forward KL and χ 2 , such as the Rènyi divergence family [47] . Tail adaptive algorithms [48] might help to select the best performing Rènyi divergence.
Code availability
Code for reproducing the experiments of the paper is available at https://github.com/PierreBoyeau/sbVAE.
Supplementary Information
In Appendix A, we prove the theoretical results presented in this manuscript. In Appendix B, we present the analytical derivations in the bivariate Gaussian setting. In Appendix C we present a general analysis of Gaussian VAEs. In Appendix D, we provide details on the simulation framework for the pPCA experiments. In Appendix E, we discuss why alternative divergences would be especially suitable for the M1+M2 model. In Appendix F, we derive gradients updates for the CUBO and the EUBO objective functions. In Appendix G, we present the generative model used in the single-cell transcriptomics experiment.
A Proofs
A.1 Proof of Proposition 1 Proposition 1. (Deviation for posterior expectation estimates) Let F be a set of test functions uniformly bounded by 1 on Z. Let f ∈ F and η ∈ R * + . With probability at least 1 − η in (z 1 , . . . , z n ), we have that
Proof. For the plugin estimatorQ
we invoke the Hoeffding inequality [31] and Pinsker's inequality:
≤
For the importance sampling estimatorQ
we instead use a Bernstein bound as described in Theorem 1 of [22] . 
Proof. Here we first give the closed-form expression of the posterior and then we prove the concentration bounds on the log-likelihood ratio. Let M = W ⊺ W + σ 2 I. For notational convenience, we do not explicit denote dependence on random variable x.
Step 1: Tractable posterior. Using the Gaussian conditioning formula [17] , we have that
Step 2: Concentration of the log-ratio. For this, since x is a fixed point, we note a = M −1 W ⊺ (x − µ) and b = ν(x). We can express the log density ratio as
where C is a constant. To further characterize the tail behavior, let be an isotropic multivariate normal distribution and express the log-ratio as a function of instead of the posterior probability. We have that
The log ratio can now be written as
Because is isotropic Gaussian, we can compute the deviation of this log-ratio and provide concentration bounds.
Because is Gaussian and ↦ log w(z, x) is a quadratic function, we show the log-ratio under the posterior is a sub-exponential random variable.
The following Lemma makes this statement precise, and it has an similar implication as the classic result in [49] . 
. In particular, we have the following concentration bounds,
For
we can apply Lemma 2. We deduce a concentration bound on the log-ratio around its mean, which is the forward Kullback-Leibler divergence L = ∆ KL (p θ (z x) q φ (z x)). More precisely, we have that
as well as the deviation bound for large t, which ends the proof.
A.3 Proof of Lemma 2
Proof. Let λ ∈ R + . We have that Ev = Tr(A). We wish to bound the moment generating function
Sums of arbitrary correlated variables are hard to analyze. Here we rely on the property that Gaussian vectors are invariant by rotation: Let A = QΛQ ⊺ be the eigenvalue decomposition for A and denote = Qξ as well as b = Qβ.
Since Q is an orthogonal matrix, ξ also follows an isotropic normal distribution and
Because each component ξ i follows a isotropic Gaussian distribution, we can compute the moment generating functions in closed form
This integral is convergent if and only if λ < 1 2Λi. In that case, we have after a change of variable that
Then, using the fact that for a < 1 2, we have e −a ≤ e 2a 2 √ 1 − 2a, we can further simplify for λ < 1
Putting back all the components of ξ, we have that for all λ < 1
where the last inequality is in fact an equality because Q is an isometry. Therefore, according to Definition 2.2 in [31] , v is sub-exponential with parameters
The concentration bound is derived as in the proof of Proposition 2.3 in [31] .
A.4 Proof of Theorem 1 Theorem 1. (Sufficient sample size) For an observation x, suppose that the second moment of f (z) under the posterior is bounded by κ. If the number of particles for importance sampling n satisfies n = exp{∆ KL (p θ q φ ) + t} for some t > t * (x), then
with γ = max (1, 4 A(x) 2 )
Proof. By Theorem 1.1 from [25] , for t > t * (x),
The bound in Theorem 1 follows.
B Analytical derivations in the bivariate Gaussian setting
For a fixed x, we adopt the condensed notation p θ (z x) = p. According to the Gaussian conditioning formula, there exists µ and Λ such that p ∼ Normal µ, Λ −1 . We consider variational approximations of the form q ∼ Normal ν, diag(λ) −1 . We wish to characterize the solution q to the following optimization problems q RKL = arg min q ∆ KL (q p), q FKL = arg min q ∆ KL (p q), q χ = arg min q ∆ χ 2 (p q).
We focus on the setting where the mean of the variational distribution is correct. This is true for variational Bayes or the general Renyi divergence, as underlined in [47] ). We therefore further assume ν can be chosen equal to µ for simplicity.
In the bivariate setting, we have conveniently an analytically tractable inverse formula:
We also rely on the expression of the Kullback-Leibler divergence between two multivariate Gaussian distributions of
Reverse KL Using the expression of the KL and the matrix inverse formula, we have that
The solution to this optimization problem is
Forward KL From similar calculations,
Chi-square divergence A closed-form expression of the Renyi divergence for exponential families (and in particular multivariate Gaussian) is derived in [50] . We could in principle follow the same approach. However, [51] derived a similar results, which is exactly the wanted quantity for α = −1 in Appendix B of their manuscript. Therefore, we simply report this result
C Theory for Gaussian VAEs
In order to extend the analysis we did in the setting of probabilistic PCA, we need to (i) characterize the tail behavior of the posterior distribution and (ii) characterize the tail behavior of the log-likelihood ratio. Consider the following setting:
where Σ = diag(σ 2 1 , . . . , σ 2 p ), µ(z) = W 1 ReLu(W 2 z + b 2 ) + b 1 and D(x) = diag(λ(x)). We note Λ = Σ −1 and Θ(x) = D −1 (x). Although in this setting µ is a one-layer neural network, the analysis holds for multiple layers as long as we can bound the one-norm of µ(z) as a function of the one-norm of z.
C.1 sub-Gaussian posterior
Under this setting, we can show that for each point x, the posterior p θ (z x) is sub-Gaussian. Proposition 2. In the Gaussian VAE described above, for each point x ∈ X , the posterior p θ (z x) is a sub-Gaussian random variable. Namely ,given µ * (x) the mean of the posterior, there exists an optimal constant η * (x) such that
We now focus on the exponent of the integral and introduce the variable h = W 2 z + b 2 as well as the notation
For β = W ⊺ 1 Λ(x − b 1 ) and a constant C(x), we therefore have that
Using Hölder's inequality, we can bound the dot product
Then, observing that Λ is a PSD matrix and we can bound the MGF by
Plugging this MGF bound into a Chernoff bound, we get that
This is a sub-Gaussian type of bound, which concludes the proof.
The result above is not sharp. Indeed, the sub-Gaussian parameter is a function of the constant C and we used lots of rough comparisons. We therefore assume we have at our disposal the optimal sub-Gaussian constant η * (x) for the rest of our analysis.
C.2 Concentration of the log-likelihood ratios
We show now that the log-likelihood ratio is a subexponential random variable for z sampled from the posterior. This is important to guarantee the most efficient rate in the theorem of [25] . As the optimal sub-exponential constant is hard to characterize for the VAE, we focus on this analysis on exhibiting the global tail behavior. We presented tighter bounds in the pPCA setting.
Proposition 3. Let x be a fixed point. Further, assume that f (z) has second moment under the posterior bounded by V . There exits a constant t * (x) and a constant ρ * (x) such that if n = exp{∆ KL (p θ q φ ) + t} for some t > t * (x), we have that
.
(73)
Proof. We can write the exact expression of the log-likelihood ratios in our setting. Fix a point x in X .
By introducing the same notation as previously, h + = ReLU(W 1 z + b 1 ), we get the simplified expression
We wish to derive an upper tail bound on the deviation of the log-likelihood ratio from its mean L (the forward KL divergence). Because of that, it suffices to prove concentration on an upper bound of the log-likelihood ratio. Using the fact that Λ is PSD and Hölder's inequality, we have
This bound will be enough to prove a sub-exponential concentration bound, although is much too crude to extract optimal constants (which we get up to universal constants in the pPCA setting). Still, we are reducing the problem to analyzing a near-quadratic function of sub-Gaussian random variables. We can therefore adapt results for quadratic forms of sub-Gaussian random variables, as the one in [52] .
For convenience, we consider now the following functional
for which we wish to show that the random variable f (z) is sub-exponential. We recall that z is a sub-Gaussian random variable and satisfies Equation (2). The main idea of this proof is to separate the different terms using a singular value decomposition and applying multiple times Höelder's inequality to provide a bound of the MGF. Let λ ∈ R. For x ∈ X , we have that (we drop the conditional expectation for convenience of notations): 
(iii)
We can now analyze each term independently and prove that each one of them satisfies a sub-exponential bound.
(i) The first term can be bounded applying Höelder's inequality. Let M = U SU ⊺ , with U orthogonal and S diagonal. Let e i denote the i-th vector of the canonical basis of R d . Note that ∑ d i=1 s i = M F . Using the proof technique from [53] , we have that 
Then, it suffices to bound all the individual integrals. Using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we have that (z ⊺ U e i ) 2 ≤ z 2 . Since z is sub-Gaussian of parameter η * (x), z 2 is sub-exponential of parameter η * (x) 2 . That is, there exists a constant C 1 such that for all λ < and it is known that this MGF would not have an upper bound for larger values of λ.
(ii) The second term is simply the standard bound of the MGF of a sub-Gaussian random vector. For all λ in R, we have E e 3λβ ⊺ z ≤ e 9λ 2 β 2 2 η * (x) 2 .
(86) (iii) The last term is slightly irregular, and comes from the bound on the linear rectifier. Interestingly, the norm of a sub-Gaussian vector does concentrate but with a rate that usually depends on the dimension. This is also the case here, as for example the mean of the one-norm of the vector z is not anymore zero. Still, we can tensorise and bound the MGF 
D Linear Gaussian Systems experiments
Let (n, k, d) ∈ N 3 , A = [a 1 , ..., a n ], C = [c 1 , ..., c k ], λ ∈ R + . We choose our linear system with random matrices:
∀j ≤ n, a j ∼ Normal 0, I d n ∀j ≤ k, c j ∼ Normal 0, I d k .
(92)
We define the conditional covariance Σ x z = λI d + CC ⊺ .
